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We rely on natural imagery to voice our thoughts and feelings, as nature provides our life-support 

system. Using natural symbols reminds us of our dependence on, and care for, this planet, and 

provides a shared adaptable language. 

Individual images can clarify new plans and stages of development which we may want to share with 

loved ones or the wider community. These colourful mind-maps, redrawn regularly or at times of 

change, can help to focus on, and express our aims and evolving identities. 

These blueprints can us help to visualise both personal or group aims and ambitions. 

What are your current beliefs and values? How might you adapt nature symbols, like these, to define 

your own unique life path? All civilisations recognise the life-giving power of the sun as a vital source 

of light, heat and energy. Similarly, the tree of life is an ideal image for growth. Its organic roots and 

branches link earth and sky, combining grounding qualities with more inspirational, heavenly ones. 

Stars light up our sky. We associate them with brilliance and success. Rainbows make bridges. The 

moon is synonymous with intuition and inner wisdom. Waves represent energy flow through the 

elements. Seeds symbolise new beginnings. Flowers symbolise celebrations. Mountains can represent 

solidity or challenge. Fields conjure up down-to-earth cultivation and also research fields, such as fields 

of knowledge.  

Birds sum up flight and movement, or a detached viewpoint, a ‘birds-eye view’. Different creatures, 

such as worker bees, emerging butterflies, wise elephants and courageous lions evoke different 

qualities. Similarly, circles suggest harmony, squares logic and spirals (whether forming tiny snail shells 

or vast expanding galaxies) indicate evolution.  

If you explain your choices and your focus, you explain yourself, what makes you tick. 

How are you evolving? What makes you feel harmonious? Which colours evoke your positive emotions 

and why? What sums up your own source of energy, joy and peace? Try making a target plan with 

your own specific choice of colours and images to see where it leads you. This design will be unique 

to you, a perfect expression of how you feel, and will target what you now want to achieve in life. 


